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today declared that one entire division in the region of Muntchlclui fled in disorder, permitting

office

This action

the enemy to advance.

permitted the Teutons to move forward throughout the entire day. At
night the same German forces penetrated Russian positions in the region of Varnitza and Juarnitza.

at which time

discussed from a professional standpoint.
The State Health Officer is of the opinion that there is

the matter

was

for improvements in Paragould from the viewpoint of sanitation and hygiene, and at a meeting of the
Chamber of Commerce and city officials to be held at
4 o’clock this afternoon he will make practical suggestions and state iust what, in his opinion, is necessary in
room

Dr. Garrison is gratified to learn that no new typhoid cases have been reported during the past few days, and joins with local
physicians in expressing the belief that work already
done and efforts expended by the administration have

order to obtain the best results.
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the end it matters very little; with a sick man whether
he dies from strychnine or typhoid. It is for the purpose
of preserving the public health that attempts are made
to enforce rules laid down by the State Board of Health,
and if, occasionally, an individual’s ‘rights’ are pinched,
it is merely an unfortunate occurrence.”
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Amendments to the war revbill providing for this increase
offered this afternoon.
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cities and towns in Connecticut, and
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miles of concrete surfaced pavement
in that state. The highways are
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inWashington, Aug. 29.—An
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from the ruthless submarine policy
which resulted in aligning the United States and Brazil with the allies.

the health of a neighbor by pursuing unclean habits. He has no right to inflict his filth
has the right to
upon others any more than a neighbor
his well. There is a distinction, of course, but in

right

principles regard-

and public circles over Germany’s breakdown in her -last note,
it is regarded
received last night,
as significant as a change of front

of any money that is not absolutely essential
It should be
to the broader aspect of community life.
remembered, however, that the individual has no rights
that are not conferred upon him by society. He has not
the
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outstanding comment

regret, a tendency upon the part of a great many state
that its
papers to criticize the State Board and charge
rules and requirements are arbitrary and unduly harsh.
It is not the policy of the Board to attempt at any time
to cause the individual inconveniences, or to cause the
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ing neutral rights in the submarine
zone that she refused to -relinquish
to the

said Dr. Garrison this morning,
“to observe the spirit.of sincere co-operation that has obtained in Paragould between the Chamber of Commerce,
the city administration, and your daily newspaper. Publicity, properly directed, can always arrive at the root of
is an
any evil. It serves to focus the public mind,-and
astonishing help to officials. I have noticed, with much
am

Aires,

has surrendered to Argentina

many

of the malady.
“I

Four Trustees,

adopted,

White did not have an opportunity to continue his work,
begun here two weeks ago, and that sickness had prevented immediate compliance with telegrams sent to his
office in Little Rock.
Drs. Garrison and Hopkins this morning called a
of local

COMMITTEE SUGGESTS METHOD
FOR PLACING GREENE COUNTY
ON FIRM FINANCIAL FOOTING

Judge J. L. Light, chairman, and
space on every steamer char- P. E. House, C. A. Mack, \V. A
! tered by the board. Army trans- Branch and C. W. Highfill, memports also will carry Red Cross sup- bers of a committee recently up
plies. Practically every line lias made pointed to suggest a method foi
reductions on its passenger steamers placing the county on a cash basis
in the
establishment of this ser- for Red Cross nurses and represen- yesterday afternoon submitted theii
in Europe.
vice. His aid and that of Chairman tatives traveling
report to the commissioners of ac
In making its ocean shipping arthe
instance
whoso
at
Edward N. Hurley of the shipping
counts,
the policy of movement was launched.
The plan
board, formerly a member of the rangements, it will be
minoi
but
with
Red Cross War Council, have been the Red Cross to distribute ship- was

Dr. C. W. Garrson, state health officer, arrived in
Paragould last night in response to messages sent recent-;
]y by City Health Officer Hopkins, the Chamber of Commerce and The Daily Press, and will make a thorough
investigation of the local typhoid situation. Dr. Garrison stated this morning that he regretted very much Dr.
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ing support of all Catholics.
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Unofficially Approved
Kansas City.

impression, high Catholics attending countries, th,e establishment of a has also volunteered to he ol' asthe convention of the American Fed- Red Cross transportation service is sistance to the Red Cross whenever
eration of Catholic Societies here announced today by the Red Cross
required.
Unofficial- War Council.
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the
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United
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in charge of Uncle Bill Hester.
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